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Mystery Year

Use the clues on the next page to find the Mystery
Year when the first Model T Car was produced.
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October 1: The First Model T Car Was Produced
On October 1 of the Mystery Year, the
first Model T car was produced near
Detroit, Michigan. The car, produced by
Henry Ford (1863–1947), began the era of
the mass production of automobiles. As
such, it was the first car that was
affordable for the average person. It sold
for $850, which was about $100 more than
the yearly income of many workers.
The Model T was produced over a 19-year
An early Model T
period. At its height in popularity, about
nine-tenths of all cars in the United States were Model T
cars. The top speed of the Model T was about 45 mi/h.
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Write the answer for each clue on the blanks. Then find the sum of
your answers. The sum of the answers is the Mystery Year.

I
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¡ Suppose there was a total of 18 million cars in the U.S. when
the Model T was at its height in popularity.

About how many of those cars were Model T cars?
Divide that number by 10,000, and record the answer.

E
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¡ Suppose you drove the Model T at its top speed for 3.6 hours.

How many miles did you travel?

¡ Suppose you bought a Model T and paid for it in full by making
25 equal monthly payments.

P

How much was each monthly payment
(assuming no interest was charged)?
¡ The letter T has a vertical line of symmetry because if you draw
a line down the middle of the letter, from top to bottom, and fold
half the letter across the line, the two sides will exactly match.

Which letter below does not have vertical symmetry?
Multiply the number for that answer choice, (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
or 7), by 23.
(1) A (2) H (3) W (4) N (5) Y (6) V (7) X

¡ Add your answers on the blanks to determine the Mystery
Year. As a check, Henry Ford was born 45 years prior to
the Mystery Year.
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How to Use
Math History-Mystery Puzzles
Warm-up Activities for Middle School
Each puzzle begins with historical information about a particular person or event. The topics
selected reflect the diverse nature of our society. Students use the clues that follow to determine
the Mystery Year when the event occurred. In some cases, data needed to solve a clue is
contained within the historical information. This reinforces what students experience in the real
world: The data needed to solve a problem may not all appear in the same place.
The math content of the warm-ups is based on a spiral review of skills. During the early months
of the school year, they provide important math review skills drawn from Grades 5 and 6. As the
year progresses, the skills advance to those of Grades 6 and 7 — with an abundance of real-world
connections related to the contexts of the events. Towards the end of the school year, math skills
from Grade 8 are included that can also be handled intuitively by students in earlier grades. It
should be noted that many high-school teachers are using the puzzles with success to provide
students with important skills review in context.
Students focus on a number of different math skills and concepts in the same warm-up. The spiral
review is intended to help students keep their skills sharp. Also, the clues are intended to provide
day-to-day mathematical variety. So, while students may be studying in unit, on, say, percent, they
may be solving clues that review fractions or measurement.
Each clue produces a digit of the Mystery Year. As the clue is solved, students record the digit
in the box to the right of the clue and into the place-value chart for the Mystery Year at the bottom
of the first page of the puzzle. The final clue with each puzzle provides a “check” for
determining the correct Mystery Year.
Provided with each puzzle are extensive Teacher Notes with Sample Solution Strategies that
include valuable teacher information that address the following:
Ø The specific Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Content that are
addressed in the clues. When a clue employs skills that are not directly addressed by a
Standard for Mathematical Content, one or more Standards for Mathematical Practice
are cited.
Ø Step-by-step solutions designed so thoroughly that parents working with students at
home are equipped to help their child. Alternative solution strategies are detailed to
illustrate various paths to the solution.
Ø Math Notes that provide additional mathematical background for the teacher. This
includes various pedagogical insights that include an analysis of related common student
misconceptions with intervention suggestions.
Ø Extensions that allow advanced students to take the content to the next level.
Ø Multicultural Notes to bring to light the contributions from various cultures related to the
discovery / development of the content of the puzzle.
Ø Historical Notes to provide further context for the theme of the puzzle. Often these notes
delve into social justice issues related to the theme of the puzzle. Included are links to
video clips and uplifting quotes.
Even though we do not provide a separate puzzle for each day of a given week, we view the
puzzles as being daily puzzles because of the extensive activities and extensions that are
provided with the Teacher Notes that may be used during the other days of the week.
To download a FREE, more extensive document describing How to Use the puzzles, go to
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/FREE-How-to-Use-Math-History-Mystery-Puzzles-for-MiddleSchool-manual-7037642
© ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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Teacher Notes and Sample Solution Strategies for October 1
October 1: The First Model T Car Was Produced
CCSS: 5.NF.6, 5.NBT.2, 6.NS.3, 6.EE.2.c, 7.RP.3, 4.NBT.6, 4.G.3,
MP2 (Reason Abstractly and Quantitatively).
Mystery Year: 1908
¡ Based on text from the introduction, at its height in popularity, about nine-tenths of
all cars in the U.S. were Model T cars. So, to find about how many Model T cars
were in circulation when there were 18 million total cars in the U.S., you can multiply
18 million by either a fraction or a decimal:

o

9
10

´ 18,000,000 = 9 ×

18,000,000
10

= 9 ´ 1,800,000, or 16,200,000

o 0.9 ´ 18,000,000 = 16,200,000
So, about 16,200,000 million Model T cars were in circulation at its height in
popularity. When you divide 16,200,000 by 10,000, the quotient is 1,620. So, 1,620
should be placed on the first answer blank.
Math Notes: Watch for students who struggle attempting to write 18 million in
standard form. For those students, you may want to review the periods and the pattern
of 0s in a place-value chart such as the one below. Provide practice writing numbers
in standard form when given in word form for numbers like these:
70 thousand
4 million
502 million
0.9 million
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Also watch for students who struggle attempting to divide by 10,000. Encourage them
to not only focus on the number of 0s in the quotient, but more importantly, on why
the pattern of 0s works. Each time you divide by 10, the product is decreased by onetenth. This means that each digit in the place-value chart “moves” one place to the
right. So, when 16,200,000 is divided by 10, the quotient is 1,620,000. When
1,620,000 is divided by 10, the quotient is 162,000, and so on. So, when 16,200,000
is divided by 10,000, each digit in 16,200,000 “moves” 4 places to right, producing a
quotient of 1,620.
¡ Based on the introduction text, the top speed of the Model T was about 45 mi/h. Here
are three ways to find about how far a Model T could travel at its top speed in 3.6 hours:
o Use reasoning: If a Model T could travel 45 miles in 1 hour, then it could travel
2 ´ 45, or 90 miles in 2 hours. In 3 hours, it could travel 3 ´ 45, or 135 miles. In
0.6 hour, it could travel 0.6 ´ 45, or 27 miles. So, in 3.6 hours, it could travel about
135 + 27, or 162 miles.

o Use a formula: distance (d) = rate (r) ´ time (t).
d=r•t
©ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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d = 45 • 3.6
Replace the variables with the values.
d = 162
Multiply.
So, in 3.6 hours at top speed, the Model T could travel about 162 miles.
o Set up and solve a proportion:
45 miles
1 hour

=

x miles
3.6 hours

45 • 3.6 = x

Cross-multiply.

162 = x
Multiply.
So, in 3.6 hours at top speed, the Model T could travel about 162 miles.
Thus, 162 should be written on the second answer blank.
¡ Based on the text from the introduction, a Model T car sold for about $850. Because
no interest was charged on the loan, to find the amount of each equal monthly payment
to pay for the car in full, you divide 850 by 25: 850 ÷ 25 = 34. Thus, each monthly
payment was $34. So, 34 should be written on the third answer blank.
Financial Literacy Notes and Extension: Although the situation in the clue
involved a 0% interest rate, in most instances an interest rate greater than 0% is
applied to car loans. Students need to be aware that when they make such purchases,
they need to factor in the cost of credit. The cost of credit is the difference between
the amount borrowed and the total amount of the payments. In addition to knowing
the cost of credit, you should also know the annual percentage rate (APR). This is
the interest rate (finance charge) for an entire year that is applied to a loan or credit
card debt. The APR enables you to compare different payment plans.
Example: Suppose you buy a pre-owned car for $8,000. You pay $2,000 down
and borrow the remaining $6,000. The dealer tells you that you will need to make
48 monthly payments of $150 per month. How much is the cost of credit?
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number of
payments
¯

amount of
each payment
¯

48 ´ $150 = $7,200

total payments

Cost of Credit: $7,200 – $6,000 = $1,200
So, you will be paying $1,200 in interest over the 4 years to pay for the car.
You can use the following formula to find the annual percentage rate (APR)
for any equal monthly payment plan of 12 or more monthly payments:
annual percentage rate (APR)
¯

cost of credit (c)
¯

APR =

24c
b(n + 1)

 
amount borrowed (b) number of monthly payments (n)

So, for the above car, the annual percentage rate is computed as follows:
APR =

24c
b(n + 1)

=

24 × 1,200
6,000 × (48 + 1)

=

28,800
6,000 × 49

=

28,800
294,000

≈ 0.0979,

or about 9.8%.
©ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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Advise students that by law, both the dollar cost of credit and the annual
percentage rate must be stated on all credit contracts. Students should take this
information into account when they comparison shop.
Extension: Have students make up and solve problems similar to the Example
above based on car ads in the media.
¡ A figure has vertical symmetry if a vertical line segment can be drawn that divides the
figure into two halves that are reflection images of each other. That means that when
one folds (or reflects) one half of the figure onto the other half, the alignment is perfect
(the two halves coincide). Each half has the same size and shape, but have opposite
orientations. This is known as reflection symmetry.

The figure in the clue that does not have vertical symmetry is N. In the N at the left
below, a line segment is vertically drawn down the middle. But when the left half of
the letter is folded over the line, its orientation is shown in the figure at the right.
Clearly, the two halves do not overlap exactly.

The answer choice for the letter N is (4). When 4 is multiplied by 23, the product is
92. So, 92 should be written on the fourth answer blank.
Math Note: For more information about symmetry, and for some videos, you
may want to visit this site:
https://www.toppr.com/guides/maths/does-it-look-the-same/linear-symmetry/

¡ The sum of the numbers on the four answer blanks is 1,620 + 162 + 34 + 92, or
1,908. So, the Mystery Year is 1908. As a check, the clue tells us that Henry Ford was
born 45 years prior to the Mystery Year. To find the year Henry Ford was born,
subtract: 1908 – 45 = 1863. Based on text from the introduction, Ford was born in
1863. So, 1908 checks as the Mystery Year.

Historical Notes: Henry Ford founded the Ford
Motor Company on June 16, 1903. Its
headquarters are in Dearborn, Michigan (a suburb
of Detroit). Henry Ford is known as the chief
developer of the assembly-line technique of mass
production. This allowed his cars to be affordable.
On January 5, 1914, Henry Ford more than
doubled the wages of his employees from $2.34
per day to $5 per day (equivalent to $130 per day
today). The high wages attracted the best
mechanics and reduced employee turnover. Ford’s
business philosophy became known as “Fordism”:
inexpensive products due to mass production,
along with attractive wages for the employees.
The high wages paid by Ford allowed his workers
to actually afford to buy his cars!

Ford Corporation assembly line, 1913

Henry Ford was one of the few major employers at the time that actively hired Black
employees. Henry Ford also did something else that was uncommon at the time for a
major corporation: He hired women, and he also hired men with handicaps.
Henry Ford published a weekly newspaper from 1919 through 1927 called The Dearborn
Independent (also known as The Ford International Weekly). The newspaper regularly
©ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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published anti-Semitic material that espoused Ford’s anti-Semitic beliefs that included his
view that Jews were responsible for starting wars in order to profit from them. The
newspaper was condemned by many prominent individuals, including Louis Brandeis
(Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the U.S.), President Woodrow Wilson, and
former President William Howard Taft. In 1927, after a lawsuit and a boycott of Ford
products, Ford abolished the paper, wrote a formal apology, and recanted his anti-Semitic
views. Overall, Ford’s apology was accepted and was well received at the time.
Watch footage from Ford’s Model T factories in the YouTube video, “Ford Model T —
100 Years Later” (5:16): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4KrIMZpwCY
“Any customer can have a car painted any color that he wants so long as it is black.”
“If you think you can do a thing or think you can't do a thing, you're right. Failure is
simply the opportunity to begin again, this time more intelligently. Quality means
doing it right when no one is looking.”
—Henry Ford (1863–1947)
à The original draft of the student page for this warm-up was written by Harry Holloway of
Powhatan School in Winchester, Virginia. In particular, it was his idea to provide clues as numbers
to be added to produce the Mystery Year — rather than be based on the digits of the Mystery Year.
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